
GETTING A 
CLEAR VIEW 
Increasingly long and complex, supply chains can pose some of the 
biggest sustainability challenges for companies, particularly when 
it comes to visibility over their suppliers further along the chain. 
Transparency, therefore, is key, but how easy is it to achieve? And 
who's responsible for making it happen?

HOW TRANSPARENT IS THE CURRENT SUPPLY CHAIN?
Worryingly, the vast majority of chief procurement officers say they have little-to-no visibility beyond their tier-
one suppliers

WHAT'S THE REAL VALUE OF TRANSPARENCY?
Business leaders rated the impact their organisation’s level of transparency has had on each of the following areas

WHO'S RESPONSIBLE FOR DRIVING TRANSPARENCY?
The extent to which business leaders agreed with the statement: “My organisation expects the procurement/finance team to identify and 
drive a business culture of transparency”

DOES TECH HOLD THE KEY TO TRANSPARENCY?
C-suite members’ five-year plans for embracing emerging technologies

A LACK OF TECHNOLOGY GETTING IN THE WAY 
Business leaders’ top barriers to getting greater transparency into their suppliers’ business practices

We expect to transact via cryptocurrencies

We’ll transact more via blockchain

We’ll deploy emerging technologies to predict customer demand and manage resources

We’ll use emerging technologies to improve supply chain transparency, traceability and efficiency

Limited visibility below tier one

Good transparency below tier one

Full transparency of en-
tire supply chain

Not applicable

Virtually no visibility below tier one
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Manual processes that  
result in incomplete data

Lack the tools/tech to evaluate and 
monitor suppliers

No way to properly 
analyse data

Lack of visibility in the  
purchase-to-pay process

No immediate support 
from top management 

No immediate support from fi-
nance or legal depts

Poor supplier  
relationships

Transparency may 
scare off investors

BLOCKCHAIN: A SILVER BULLET TO TRANSPARENCY?
Top drivers of blockchain investments, according to supply chain managers

Being customer-centric

of supply chain and risk management  
industry executives do not utilise tracking 
tools to enable real-time reporting

alone indicate having complete visibility into 
the end-to-end supply chain

Creating new business opportunities

Reducing risks

Increasing revenues
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Enhancing  
transparency

Enhancing traceability

Cost saving
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Decision-making across the organisation

Regulatory compliance

Employee engagement 

Profitability

Employee productivity

Shareholder perceived value

Organisation reputation 

Corporate governance

Securing best value from suppliers

Supply chain risk

Onboarding new suppliers or partners

Organisation resilience
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